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Results for Its Groundbreaking COVID Vaccine Could
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The Warp Speed Timeline – is what Dr. Fauci, NIAID / NIH and Bill Gates called the Covid-19
vaccination program that should have started in a few weeks (‘should have’ – hopefully now
it won’t).

The world should know about the type of fraud that is planned to being administered to
Mother Earth’s 7 billion people.

If  the  trials’  side  disastrous  effects  are  any  indication  –  the  vaccination  would  cause
considerable  harm  or  injury  –  and  possibly  death  –  to  people  of  Planet  Earth  

This is what Robert F. Kennedy Jr. – JFK’s nephew – who is intimately involved in Children’s
Protection from vaccines – had to say about it.

Peter Koenig, May 22, 2020

***

Moderna’s “Clinical Trial Results for Its Groundbreaking COVID Vaccine Could
Not Be Much Worse”

by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. 

“Despite Moderna’s (pharmaceutical company created by the Bill Gates Foundation) cheery
press release this morning (20 May 2020), the clinical trial results for its groundbreaking
COVID vaccine could not be much worse.

The vaccine, developed and championed by Anthony Fauci and financed by Bill Gates, used
an experimental mRNA technology that the two men hoped would allow rapid deployment to
meet President Trump’s ambitions “warp speed” timeline.

Dr.  Fauci  was  so  confident  of  his  shot’s  safety  that  he  waved  ferret  and  primate  studies
(Moderna suspiciously reported no health data from its mouse studies).

That appears to have been a mistake. Three of the 15 human guinea pigs in the high dose
cohort (250 mcg) suffered a “serious adverse event” within 43 days of receiving Moderna’s
jab.
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Moderna did not release its clinical trial study or raw data, but its press release, which was
freighted with  inconsistencies,  acknowledged that  three  volunteers  developed Grade 3
systemic  events  defined  by  the  FDA  as  “Preventing  daily  activity  and  requiring  medical
intervention“.

Moderna allowed only exceptionally healthy volunteers to participate in the study.

A vaccine with those reaction rates could cause grave injuries in 1.5 billion humans if
administered to “every person on earth”.

That is the threshold that Gates has established for ending the global lockdown.

Moderna did not explain why it reported positive antibody tests for only eight participants.

These outcomes are particularly disappointing because the most hazardous hurdle for the
inoculation is still ahead; challenging participants with wild COVID infection.

Past attempts at developing COVID vaccines have always faltered at this stage as both
humans and animals achieved robust antibody response then sickened and died when
exposed to the wild virus.

Moderna’s press announcement heralded “Positive Interim Phase 1 findings”.

I have forwarded that claim to my colleagues in securities law; FTC rules restrict the amount
of lipstick public companies may slather on bad donkeys.”
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Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a water resources and
environmental specialist. He worked for over 30 years with the World Bank and the World
Health Organization around the world in the fields of environment and water. He lectures at
universities in the US, Europe and South America. He writes regularly for Global Research;
ICH; New Eastern Outlook (NEO); RT; Countercurrents, Sputnik; PressTV; The 21st Century;
Greanville Post; Defend Democracy Press; The Saker Blog, the and other internet sites. He is
the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War, Environmental Destruction and
Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on 30 years of World Bank experience around
the globe. He is also a co-author of The World Order and Revolution! – Essays from the
Resistance. He is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization.
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